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THREE-BLOCK CODE SWEEP
RESULTS IN 71 VIOLATIONS

Kenner, LA. – Kenner code enforcement inspectors issued 71 violations during a recent three-block sweep on Duke Street, according to Assistant Inspection & Code Enforcement Director Rick Walther.

The sweep took place in the 100 to 300 blocks of Duke and inspectors uncovered the following violations:

- Address required 3
- Abandoned refrigerators 1
- Abandoned vehicles 12
- Permit required 2
- Building maintenance 1
- Fascia/soffit issues 9
- Fence repair 2
- High grass 4
- Illegal discharge 1
- Litter/debris 19
- Repair or demolition required 2
- Unsafe electrical conditions 6
- Windows/doors 5
- Vermin/rodents 3

Walther said inspectors found two vehicles undergoing significant mechanical/body work with fuel and paint vapors present. In addition, an electrical meter had been tampered with and the wires were exposed. Entergy was notified.

Walther and Director Aimee Vallot said the sweeps, often responding to citizen complaints, will continue on a regular basis.
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